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L ike many other large urban districts, Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) struggles to recruit and

retain experienced and successful teachers in schools
serving low-income communities. In 2005, the
school system entered into an unusual partnership
with community groups, university leaders, and the
teachers union to create a new teacher pipeline for
historically hard-to-staff schools. The effort identi-
fied and trained community members to become
teachers in schools with high rates of teacher
turnover and persistently low levels of educational
performance. 

Since 1988, ACORN has organized to strengthen
Chicago’s neighborhood schools by training parents
to participate effectively on local school councils;
securing resources for school facilities improvements;
and, most recently, by improving teacher retention.
Beginning in 2001, ACORN conducted a series of
data analyses and local campaigns that exposed
teacher turnover as a severe problem in neighbor-
hood schools. This work revealed that the cause of
high teacher turnover stemmed from teachers’ lack of
experience with and sense of connection to the com-
munities served by their schools. 

Drawing on a successful teacher preparation program
developed by the Chicago-based Logan Square
Neighborhood Association (LSNA), ACORN called
for creating a statewide “grow your own” teacher
pipeline strategy to train teacher paraprofessionals
and community residents to become teachers in their
neighborhood schools. ACORN worked with LSNA
and the Cross City Campaign for Urban School
Reform to assemble a coalition of community organ-
izing groups, district officials, leaders from university

teacher preparation programs, the teachers union,
and elected officials to advocate for the statewide
teacher pipeline program. This coalition secured pas-
sage of the 2004 Grow Your Own Teachers Act and,
as of 2008, had won $11 million in successive appro-
priations to support the program. 

The statewide Grow Your Own Teachers (GYO) pro-
gram is implemented by regional consortia of univer-
sities, school districts, and community organizations
that work together to develop local teacher pipeline
programs. These consortia recruit neighborhood resi-
dents to participate in the teacher pipeline program
and provide a range of supports to help these teacher
candidates complete the program successfully. The
GYO program uses a cohort system to provide ongo-
ing support to participants and offers forgivable
loans, English classes, remedial coursework, daycare,
and tutoring.

This study examined the impact of ACORN’s organ-
izing, drawing on interviews, field observations,
archival documents, and citywide media coverage.
We found that ACORN’s organizing contributed to
increased educational opportunities in several impor-
tant ways.

Enhanced equity

✦ District officials credited ACORN with focusing
the district’s attention on the needs of underserved
schools and with helping to bring new state
resources to address teacher quality through the
GYO program. 

✦ School principals credited ACORN with securing
funds for facilities improvements under the dis-
trict’s capital budget process.

Overview: Chicago ACORN
Without ACORN, I think you would have an isolated, insulated school system that’s just moving along,
doing what it thinks is best, without any checks and balances. . . . We definitely need an organization
like that out there to push us and make us do our jobs better.

— Chicago Public Schools official
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Developed a new, funded teacher 
preparation program

✦ The GYO strategy of intentionally recruiting
teachers with knowledge of and relationships with
low-income communities of color presented a new
approach to teacher preparation. As of November
2007, 545 candidates were participating in sixteen
local consortia across the state; 1,000 teachers are
projected to complete the program by 2016. A
majority of candidates are people of color and
hold full-time jobs while completing their course-
work, often as classroom paraprofessionals (GYO
Teachers/Grow Your Own Illinois 2008). 

Established new roles for parent and 
community constituencies in improving
teacher quality in historically hard-to-staff
schools

✦ ACORN’s research and organizing campaigns
influenced how district officials and leaders in
institutions of higher education worked to address
challenges of teacher preparation, placement, and
retention. 

✦ The Grow Your Own Teachers Act positioned
community organizing groups as key players in
local consortia with responsibility for recruiting
and supporting teacher candidates as they move
through the pipeline program.

Though our study examines the education organiz-
ing of Chicago ACORN, the work described in this
report has been led since 2008 by Action Now, an
independent, non-affiliated community organizing
group. Founded by the board, staff, and members
formerly associated with Chicago ACORN, Action
Now is continuing the education and other organiz-
ing campaigns that were begun by ACORN.
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The opening quote, a reflection from Barack
Obama on the lessons he learned during his

post-college stint as a community organizer, cuts to
the core of why organizing matters. Even the most
well-intentioned of policies (and politicians) are
often insufficient to bring about desired outcomes.
Political will and political power are necessary forces
to carry those good intentions forward and to hold
political actors accountable when those intentions go
unrealized. 

In low-income neighborhoods like the ones on the
South Side of Chicago where Obama organized,
political power is not attained through wealth or 
status. Rather, power comes from numbers – from
bringing together ordinary people to identify critical
community concerns and to act collectively and
strategically for improvements to their communities,
neighborhoods, and schools.

This research follows the organizing efforts under-
taken by residents of low- to moderate-income com-
munities throughout the country, specifically in the
arena of public school reform. In addition to docu-
menting their campaigns, we aim to get underneath
the organizing process to assess the tangible impacts
of organizing on students and their schools. In other
words, does the political will generated by organizing
– in the arena of education reform – ultimately
enhance the capacity of schools to improve student
learning? 

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING FOR 

SCHOOL REFORM

Neither community organizing nor public education
activism is new in the United States. But increasingly
in the last fifteen years, community organizations
have used organizing as a focused and deliberate
strategy for school improvement, particularly within
low- and moderate-income communities. 

Instead of relying on more traditional forms of par-
ent and community involvement (getting involved in
school activities or serving on district-sponsored
committees, for instance), organizing groups mobi-
lize parents, youth, and community members for
local school improvement and districtwide reform,
often applying pressure from the outside to generate
the political will necessary to adopt and implement
reforms. In the process, these organizing efforts aim
to equalize power dynamics between school and dis-
trict administrators and low-income parents and

• Brings together public school parents, youth and community

residents, and/or institutions to engage in collective dialogue

and action for change 

• Builds grassroots leadership by training parents and youth in

the skills of organizing and civic engagement

• Builds political power by mobilizing large numbers of people

around a unified vision and purpose 

• Focuses on demands for accountability, equity, and quality for

all students, rather than on gains for individual students 

• Aims to disrupt long-standing power relationships that pro-

duce failing schools in low- and moderate-income neighbor-

hoods and communities of color

• Uses the tactics of direct action and mobilization to put pres-

sure on decision-makers when necessary

Community Organizing for School Reform . . .

Organized Communities, Stronger Schools: An Introduction to the Case Study Series

Because good intentions are not enough, when not fortified with political will and political power.

–– U.S. President Barack Obama
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community members, who may otherwise feel mar-
ginalized or powerless to challenge educational
inequities. 

Nationally, it is estimated that more than 200 com-
munity groups are engaged in organizing for better
schooling (Mediratta & Fruchter 2001; Gold, Simon
& Brown 2002). These organizing groups have
responded to a variety of parental and youth con-
cerns, including unsafe environmental and facilities
conditions, overcrowded schools, dangerous school
crossings, inadequate school funding, unresponsive
administrators, and inexperienced teachers.

Many researchers have noted the failure of traditional
approaches to education reform to bring about deep
and lasting school improvement. Jeannie Oakes and
Martin Lipton, for example, attribute the “sorry and
familiar story of school reform gone awry” to educa-
tors’ singular focus on changing the internal “techni-
cal aspects” of schooling, without adequately
attending to the political, social, and cultural dimen-
sions of schooling. Oakes and Lipton argue, 

The logic and strategies employed in social and
political movements – in contrast to those
found in organizational change models – are
more likely to expose, challenge, and if suc-
cessful, disrupt the prevailing norms and poli-
tics of schooling inequality. . . . Without
attention to these dynamics, such reforms are
abandoned entirely or implemented in ways
that actually replicate (perhaps in a different
guise) the stratified status quo. (Oakes & Lip-
ton 2002, p. 383)

Oakes and Lipton’s analysis reflects an increased
interest from both practitioners and researchers in
understanding the potential role of community
organizing in contributing to sustainable improve-
ments in education.

ABOUT THE STUDY

To date, research on community organizing for
school reform has been mostly qualitative and
includes numerous reports (Gold, Simon & Brown
2002; HoSang 2005; Zachary & olatoye 2001), as
well as excellent and detailed book-length analyses of
organizing efforts (Oakes, Rogers & Lipton 2006;
Warren 2001; Shirley 1997). But comparatively few
research studies examine the effect of these groups’
work on local schools and communities. How have
organizing efforts influenced district policies and
practices? In what ways does the culture of schools
change because of involvement in organizing? And
most important, are educational outcomes better for
students when organizing is in the picture? This
study, initiated in 2002 with funding from the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, sought to address
these critical questions. 

The six-year, mixed-methods study – the first of its
kind – followed the school reform campaigns of
seven organizing groups nationally.1 The study exam-
ined the impact of organizing on the leadership
development of those involved and also assessed the
impact of organizing on three critical indictors of
education reform: district-level policy, school-level
capacity, and student outcomes.

Organized Communities, Stronger Schools, the report
of preliminary findings released in March 2008,
measured and linked the impacts of community
organizing to specific performance indicators (Medi-
ratta, Shah & McAlister 2008). We found that
sophisticated organizing at the grassroots level can
indeed make major contributions to improving stu-
dent achievement. Across multiple data sources, we
observed strong and consistent evidence that effective
community organizing: 

✦ stimulates important changes in educational pol-
icy, practices, and resource distribution at the sys-
tem level; 

✦ strengthens school–community relationships, par-
ent involvement and engagement, and trust in
schools; and

✦ contributes to higher student educational out-
comes, including higher attendance, test score 
performance, high school completion, and 
college-going aspirations.

1 An eighth group, Milwaukee Inner-city Congregations Allied for Hope, was involved at the

onset of the study. Because they did not participate in the study across the whole six years,

we have not produced a case study of their organization. 

2 The work described in this study was carried out by Chicago ACORN until January 2008,

when the director, staff, and board left ACORN to start a new group called Action Now,

which is continuing the education and other organizing campaigns initiated while they

were affiliated with ACORN.
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THE CASE STUDY SERIES

Following up on Organized Communities, Stronger
Schools, we offer a case study series that presents an
in-depth look at each of the organizing groups in our
study. The study sites are: 

✦ Austin Interfaith (Austin, Texas), affiliated with
the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF)

✦ Chicago ACORN (Chicago, Illinois), affiliated
with the national network Association of Commu-
nities Organized for Reform Now 2

✦ Community Coalition and its youth organizing
arm, South Central Youth Empowered thru
Action (Los Angeles, California)

✦ Eastern Pennsylvania Organizing Project and its
youth organizing affiliate, Youth United for
Change (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); EPOP was
affiliated with the PICO (People Improving Com-
munities through Organizing) national network
until 2009

✦ Northwest Bronx Community and Clergy Coali-
tion and its youth organizing arm, Sistas and
Brothas United (Bronx, New York)

✦ Oakland Community Organizations (Oakland,
California), affiliated with PICO

✦ People Acting for Community Together (Miami,
Florida), affiliated with the Direct Action and
Research Training (DART) Center

Each case study traces the group’s education organiz-
ing campaigns and considers the impact of this work
on promoting resource equity and district accounta-
bility for improved educational outcomes. In three

districts – Austin, Miami, and Oakland – where the
education reform strategy was in place at least five
years, we also examine trends in school capacity and
student educational outcomes. Though educators
predicted gains in Chicago, Los Angeles, New York,
and Philadelphia resulting from the organizing con-
ducted by groups in our study, the reforms are either
too new and/or do not integrate enough intensive
school-based organizing for us to assess their school
capacity and student outcome impacts through
administrative or survey data. In these cases, we focus
on documenting the group’s organizing efforts and
examining preliminary indicators of impact. 

The case studies in this series will be made available
for download, as they are published, at <www.
annenberginstitute.org/WeDo/Mott.php>.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Our analysis of impacts both across sites and within
sites is guided by a conceptual framework – or logic
model – for how organizing leads to change in
schools. The framework, presented in the 2004 pub-
lication Constituents of Change (see Mediratta 2004;
Figure 1), provides a guiding theory of change for
how community organizing stimulates improvements
in both community capacity and district and school

ORGANIZATIONAL

INPUTS

COMMUNITY

ORGANIZING

ACTIVITIES

OUTCOME: 

COMMUNITY CAPACITY

• Leadership skills

• Community engagement

• Political engagement

• Knowledge about school and school

system

OUTCOME: 

DISTRICT & SCHOOL CAPACITY

• District policies & practices

• School climate

• Professional culture

• Instructional core

IMPACT

ON STUDENT

LEARNING

FIGURE 1

Theory of change
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capacity. In the current series of case studies, we
focus on how organizing influences district and
school capacity and student learning.

We ground our assessment of district and school
capacity outcomes in the existing educational change
literature. We draw primarily from the seminal
research on essential supports conducted by the 
Consortium on Chicago School Research, which
outlines five broad dimensions of school capacity
(leadership, parent–community ties, professional
capacity, student-centered learning climate, ambi-
tious instruction) that are associated with better stu-
dent outcomes (Sebring et al. 2006). We also pull
from Anthony Bryk and Barbara Schneider’s work on
trust in schools (2002), Richard Elmore’s writings on
teaching practice (1996; 2002; 2004), the National

Center for Education Statistics’ articulation of school
quality indicators (Mayer et al. 2000), and research
on indicators of education organizing conducted by
Eva Gold and Elaine Simon at Research for Action
and Chris Brown at the Cross City Campaign for
Urban School Reform (2002). 

Based on the above conceptual framework, we would
expect improvements on intermediate indicators of
district and school capacity to produce a higher-qual-
ity learning experience. In turn, we would expect this
stronger learning environment to result in improved
student outcomes. Though changes in school and
district capacity are important outcomes in their own
right, they take on added significance because of
their links to student achievement. Critical dimen-
sions of district and school capacity are outlined in
Figure 2.

DATA SOURCES

Our study uses a rigorous mixed-methods design to
understand the impacts of organizing on district and
school capacity and student outcomes. We collected
321 stakeholder interviews; 75 observations of
organizing strategy sessions, campaign activities, 
and actions; 509 teacher surveys; and school demo-
graphic and outcome data for each of the seven
school districts.

We used interviews and observational data with com-
munity organizers and adult and youth members to
clarify the theories of action and resultant educa-
tional change strategies guiding organizing groups’
work, and to assess members’ knowledge about edu-
cation policy and their sense of efficacy in generating
change within their schools and communities. Pub-
licly available school-level administrative data, inter-
views with district and school leaders, and teacher
surveys were used to analyze district-, school-, and
student-level outcomes. Impacts of community
organizing were thus assessed in three ways:

✦ District and school leaders’ attributions. We exam-
ined district and school leaders’ perceptions of  
the impact of organizing groups on district and

FIGURE 2

Dimensions of district and school capacity that lead to improved

student outcomes 

OUTCOMES:

DISTRICT

& SCHOOL

CAPACITY

DISTRICT CAPACITY

• District policies and practices

• Equity-oriented resource distribution

• Accountability to communities

SCHOOL CAPACITY

School Climate

• Facility conditions

• School environment

• Student and parent involvement

• School–community relationships

Professional Culture

• Instructional leadership

• Teacher collaboration and collegiality

• Teacher morale and retention

• Professional development

Instructional Core

• Teacher characteristics and credentials

• Classroom dynamics

• Support for post-secondary goals
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school decision making, capacities, and relation-
ships with parent, youth, and community 
constituencies.

✦ Teachers’ attributions. We assessed teachers’ per-
ceptions of a variety of school context indicators,
and whether they believed that changes in school
climate, professional culture, and instructional
indicators had been influenced by the groups’
actions.

✦ Student outcomes. We reviewed administrative
data on student attendance, standardized test per-
formance, graduation and dropout rates, and col-
lege aspirations in the schools targeted by groups
in our study.

We also analyzed our data to understand how groups
achieve their impact – that is, we identified the criti-
cal organizing processes and strategic choices that
enabled organizing groups to effectively challenge the
status quo and help improve schooling conditions
and educational outcomes in their communities. 

A detailed description of the data sources and meth-
ods of collection can be found in Appendix A.

ANALYTIC STRATEGY

Community organizing for school reform does not
occur in isolation from the messy realities of commu-
nities, politics, and schools. Linking organizing
strategies to change – either in the community at
large or in complex institutions such as schools –
poses critical challenges for research. Given the intri-
cacies of schools, communities, and the dynamic
contexts in which they are situated, it is neither feasi-
ble nor desirable to create an experimental research
design from which causal inferences might be drawn
between the activities of organizing groups and the
schooling outcomes they hope to stimulate. 

For example, because organizing groups make deci-
sions based on the priorities of community members
and the urgency of problems in their local schools,
random assignment of schools as “treatment” and
“non-treatment” is not a reasonable or appropriate
strategy. Even if such a design were possible, it would
be difficult to pinpoint organizing as the “cause” of

these changes, given the high turnover among super-
intendents, principals, teachers, and students that
characterizes large urban districts, the presence of
other reforms at the school, as well as the ebbs and
flows of organizing itself that occur over time (Con-
nell, Kubisch, Schorr & Weiss 1995; Berliner 2002). 

To assess the schooling impacts of organizing groups,
then, we employed a complex, mixed-methods
design that assumes that community change efforts
are multi-dimensional interventions that are evolving
in response to constant changes in context. By using
multiple data sources and carefully examining points
of convergence and divergence within the data, we
can contextualize and explain conclusions the data
suggest about impact. Our ability to draw inferences
in support of our research hypotheses is based on the
consistency of evidence across these multiple data
sources and forms of analysis.

In carrying out this research, we engaged in a collab-
orative research process with our sites, sharing pre-
liminary findings at each stage of our analysis, so that
their intimate knowledge of the school, district, and
community contexts informed our interpretation
and understanding of the data. 
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Denise Dixon is no stranger to asking tough questions of public

officials. As former president of Chicago ACORN, the Chicago

chapter of the national organizing network, she led protests, con-

vened press conferences, testified at council hearings, and was

extensively quoted in the press. On issues from living wages and

unfair lending to neighborhood violence and community polic-

ing, Dixon has no qualms about demanding that politicians

respond to her community’s needs. Yet for years, Dixon was

reluctant to ask her local school about the quality of education

her daughter was receiving. “My oldest is twenty-one, went

through the public schools. I never once asked her teacher what

her qualifications were,” Dixon recalled. 

Across the country, parents like Denise Dixon increasingly are

asking questions about the quality of their schools and the dis-

tribution of educational resources in their cities and towns. With

the passage of the federal No Child Left Behind Act, a stream of

data exposing school-system failings has become available to

the public. Many community groups are using these data to

demand accountability and reform. 

In Chicago, Dixon and other members of ACORN reviewed

research on school reform and analyzed their schools’ data.

These data led ACORN to see teacher turnover as the main

obstacle to improving student learning. However, the schools’

parent-involvement efforts focused largely on volunteering and

fundraising instead of engaging parents on this important issue.

Frustrated and determined, Dixon, along with scores of parents,

grandparents, and community residents involved with ACORN,

decided to take matters into their own hands, placing classified

ads and recruiting certified teachers to teach in neighborhood

schools.

ACORN executive director Madeline Talbott explained: 

Until we started doing this, people did not see teacher

quality as an issue for parents. You get that all the time.

Educators relegate parents to this little area of parent

involvement, not understanding that we don’t want to

be “involved,” we want quality education. We don’t

need any involvement; we’ve got work to do. We’ve got

homes to run and jobs to go to. 

When the school district refused to release information on

teacher credentials, Dixon and the ACORN members were

undaunted. They worked with data analysts to conduct their own

studies of teacher quality, then took their data to the school

board and publicly demanded better teachers. Their vocal cam-

paign and compelling data caught the attention of policy-makers

and the press, catapulting ACORN members into a new role as

experts on teacher quality in their neighborhoods. Dixon said:

We were so forward about what we wanted for our chil-

dren, what we needed, the press picked up on it. And we

have virtually become the group on education. It was

pretty cool to be heard, to actually have a solution to

the problem and not be just complaining. We’re saying,

“This is wrong, and this is how you fix it.” It’s pretty

amazing.



Black and Latino working-class and low-income 
families and as many as 95 percent of students are
low income. Compared to 62 percent of students
citywide, in 2005 only 52 percent of students in
North Lawndale met standards on the state achieve-
ment tests (see Figure 3 on the next page). 
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Chicago ACORN

In many ways, public schools in Chicago have
vastly improved over the years. But the district

has struggled to provide a high-quality education to
an overwhelmingly low-income student population,
especially in traditionally underserved neighbor-
hoods. One critical problem is that teachers often
have little connection to the communities they serve,
leading to high turnover and a large number of inex-
perienced teachers. And despite mandated parent
involvement on school-based decision-making 
councils, many schools involve parents largely in vol-
unteering and fundraising activities rather than par-
ticipation in school reform efforts such as improving
teacher quality.

ABOUT CHICAGO

In 1987, U.S. Secretary of Education William Ben-
nett called Chicago Public Schools (CPS) the nation’s
worst school system (Associated Press 1987). In the
two decades since his pronouncement, the district
has seen sweeping changes: a radical decentralization
that handed power to locally elected councils of par-
ents and teachers; the advent of mayoral control; an
unprecedented investment in curricular reform; and
a privately financed initiative to create 100 new small
schools. CPS has earned a reputation for innovation
and a commitment to reform and is often lauded as
an example of an improving urban system.

Chicago still faces daunting challenges. Like many 
of the nation’s largest school systems, its students are
overwhelmingly low income (see sidebar). During
the 2007-2008 school year, twenty-seven CPS stu-
dents suffered violent deaths (Ihejirika 2008), and
the graduation rate hovers around 55 percent. These
problems are magnified in the neighborhoods where
ACORN (and Action Now) members live: Engle-
wood, West Englewood, North Lawndale, and Little
Village. Clustered on the West and South sides of
Chicago, these neighborhoods are home to mostly

Chicago Public Schools at a Glance, 2006-2007 

Total student enrollment 390,243

Black 46.9%

Latino 38.9%

Students categorized as low income* 84.9%

Limited English proficient 14.4%

Number of schools 655

Per pupil expenditure $10,409

Number of teachers 22,173

Student attendance rate 91.3%

Notes: Data are for grades K–12. 

*Low-income students come from families receiving public aid; live in institutions for

neglected or delinquent children; are supported in foster homes with public funds; or

are eligible to receive free or reduced-price lunch.

Source of data: 2007 Illinois District Report Card, <http://webprod.isbe.net/

ereportcard/publicsite/getReport.aspx?year=2007&code=150162990_e.pdf>
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CHICAGO ACORN’S EDUCATION 

ORGANIZING

Chicago is the birthplace of community organizing.
Ever since Saul Alinsky founded the Back of the
Yards Neighborhood Council in 1939, the city has
been home to a vibrant array of organizing groups
with deep ties to neighborhoods and firsthand
knowledge of the issues they face.3 A 2001 study
counted seventeen adult, youth, and intergenera-
tional organizing groups active on education issues
(Davenport 2001). ACORN and others have played
a visible role in school reform. They have mobilized
and trained parents and community members to 
run for positions on the local school councils that 
the law created. 

Chicago ACORN has a twenty-five-year history of
organizing in Englewood, West Englewood, Little
Village, and North Lawndale under the leadership of
Madeline Talbott, its founder and head organizer.
Beginning in 2000, Talbott lead ACORN in a new
organizing effort to strengthen its neighborhood
schools by improving teacher quality and slowing
turnover. Working with other community organizing
groups, district officials, university deans, and elected
officials, ACORN assembled a statewide coalition to
win legislation creating a “grow your own” teacher
pipeline program to train people with ties to neigh-
borhood schools to become teachers. This statewide
campaign secured passage of the 2004 Grow Your
Own Teachers Act and as of 2008 had won $11 
million in successive appropriations to support the
program. 

In early 2008, Talbott, the staff, and the board left
ACORN to start Action Now, a new, unaffiliated
organization that is continuing the education work
and other campaigns they began while affiliated with
ACORN. Though we refer to the group as ACORN,
as it was called throughout the period of our study,
the work we describe is now being led by Action
Now.

This report shares findings from our six-year study of
ACORN’s education organizing. We trace the evolu-
tion of ACORN’s teacher-quality campaign and its
potential impact on school capacity. Though it will
be several years before the Grow Your Own program
bears fruit, our research found consistent and com-
pelling evidence that ACORN’s work influenced
public officials’ priorities and perceptions of the role
of community groups in school reform and led to
major changes in how teachers are recruited, trained
and placed in low-income schools. 

         2001-2002      2002-2003      2003-2004      2004-2005      2005-2006      2006-2007

FIGURE 3

Illinois Standards Achievement Test scores, North Lawndale

ACORN schools vs. Chicago Public Schools
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Source of data: lllinois State Board of Education, Data Analysis and Progress Reporting

http://webprod.isbe.net/ereportcard/publicsite/getSearchCriteria.aspx                        

Notes: From 2001-2005, the Illinois Standards Achievement Test (ISAT) was administered to 

students in grades 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8. Starting in 2005-2006, the ISAT was administered to stu-

dents in grades 3 through 8. The results for 2001-2002, 2002-2003, 2003-2004 reflect reading,

mathematics, science, writing, and social science test scores. The results for 2004-2005

reflect only reading, mathematics, and science test scores.                    

Caution: Data for 2004-2005 should not be compared to data for 2005-2006 because substan-

tial changes were made to the state tests in 2005-2006 when testing in reading and mathe-

matics was expanded to include all grades from grade 3 through grade 8. In 2004-2005, such

testing was limited only to selected grades. Although there were no changes in high school

testing, data in high school report cards at the state level (and also at the district level for unit

districts) are not comparable between the two years because of changes in elementary school

testing mentioned above.                                                   

                     District average

                 North Lawndale ACORN schools average

School Year

3 Saul Alinsky’s organizing work has also had an impact outside of Chicago. In

1940, Alinsky founded the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF), a national organ-

izing network that now has affiliates in twenty-one states, as well as outside

the U.S. Another case study in this series, Building Partnerships to Reinvent

School Culture: Austin Interfaith (Mediratta, Shah & McAlister 2009), dis-

cusses the impact on education reform of organizing that grew out of IAF’s

work in Texas. 
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Local School Councils: An Opportunity for 

Meaningful Parent Involvement in Schools

During the late 1980s, parents, community groups,
and business leaders grew increasingly frustrated with
persistent labor unrest and widespread educational
failure facing CPS. In the fall of 1987, the ninth
teacher strike in eighteen years galvanized public
anger with the low quality of schools and stifling
bureaucracy of the system. A broad coalition
emerged to push for reform; in 1988 the coalition
won passage of the Chicago School Reform Act in
the state legislature, the centerpiece of which was a
radical move toward local control (O’Connell 1991). 

The law created an elected Local School Council
(LSC) consisting of parents, community members,
teachers, and principals for each school in the dis-
trict. Parents were to make up a majority of the LSC.
LSCs were granted the authority to hire and fire
principals, develop and approve budgets, and shape
school improvement priorities. 

LSCs provided parents and community members
with unprecedented access to schools and opportuni-
ties for involvement in schools. For groups like
ACORN, LSCs provided an opening to deepen their
involvement in education issues. ACORN executive
director Madeline Talbott described the process: 

Once we put people on the LSCs, it created
much more interest on the part of the mem-
bership about what the heck do we do about
the schools. We didn’t have an answer to that
question. We tried out different things over 
a period of time to try to figure out, how a
community organization engages with class-
room education. 

Chicago schools were notorious for excluding parents
and communities from participation beyond volun-
teering and fundraising. “You had to have an
appointment or a reason that was cleared by the
administration to even walk into most buildings,”
recalled Gwen Stewart, a parent leader with ACORN
(Russo 2004). After becoming the majority of each
school’s council, parents and community members
were taken more seriously by school leaders and

“Once we put people on the LSCs, it created 

much more interest on the part of the membership 

about what the heck do we do about the schools. 

. . . We tried out different things over a period of 

time to try to figure out how a community 

organization engages with classroom education.” 

— Madeline Talbott, executive director, ACORN 

ACORN’s Community Organizing Model

ACORN’s mission is to build power among low- and mod-

erate-income community residents to hold government

and the private sector accountable for meeting neigh-

borhood needs. The group’s theory of action posits that

power develops when large numbers of community mem-

bers engage in strategic action to challenge imbalances

in political power. ACORN leaders and organizers believe

that the people who are directly affected by inequities

have a right to be involved in decision making regarding

policy and programs to address their needs and aspira-

tions. ACORN has led successful campaigns to expand

the availability of affordable housing, challenge preda-

tory lending practices, improve access to health care, and

establish a living wage in Chicago.

ACORN uses a direct-membership model of organizing,

which continually recruits new members through door-

knocking and other one-on-one recruitment strategies.

ACORN is structured into neighborhood-based chapters,

which send representatives to citywide and statewide

councils that make decisions about large-scale cam-

paigns. Local neighborhood chapters hold regular meet-

ings, choose campaign issues, and develop and

implement local actions. 

Although Action Now is not affiliated with ACORN, it

draws on the organizing history and traditions that shape

ACORN’s work.
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teachers. Seizing the opportunity and supported by
local funders, ACORN helped many of its members
campaign for spots on LSCs. In the first round of
elections, eighty-seven ACORN members were
elected to the councils of a number of schools. 

Uncovering the Problem: 

A Shortage of Qualified Teachers  

Through its members’ participation in LSCs,
ACORN began to form relationships with local
schools and principals. ACORN approached princi-
pals as allies rather than as adversaries, believing that
most principals shared their goals and appreciated the
political power that organizing groups brought with
them. The group proved to be a formidable ally for
schools that were seeking resources from the district,
particularly funds for facilities repairs. ACORN testi-
fied at school board meetings on behalf of local
schools and pressed the district to respond to princi-
pals’ requests. 

Beyond advocating for schools’ immediate facilities
needs, participating on the councils deepened mem-
bers’ interest in the problems facing local schools.
ACORN organizers sought ways to expand members’
access to education reform expertise and broaden
interest in school issues to all ACORN members, 
not just those serving on LSCs. Working with local
school reform groups and drawing on local founda-
tion grants for capacity building, ACORN conducted
a series of trainings for LSC members and interested
parents in each of its neighborhoods. The training
combined an analysis of what was happening inside

schools with training in organizing skills. Participants
examined demographic and achievement data from
their school and compared it to other schools,
explored math and reading curricula, and made class-
room visits. 

Leaders came to see the poor outcomes of their
schools as the product of inexperienced and under-
qualified teachers, since many schools had chronic
vacancies and often relied on long-term substitute
teachers. A group of about twenty-five parents on the
West Side launched a drive to hire highly qualified
teachers by placing ads, screening candidates, and
setting up interviews with principals. The response
was disappointing. Talbott recalled:

It was very hard to get people who sent resumes
to come to the West Side for an interview, and
many of them did not stay. Because they
wanted a job, they went in, and then they left. 

The Need for a Systemic Response

After the inception of the LSCs, ACORN’s school-
based organizing relied largely on a strategy of
recruiting parents into teams focused on the needs 
of individual schools. As the group delved deeper
into teacher recruitment, this strategy began to shift.
ACORN leaders realized that the problem of recruit-
ing quality teachers demanded a systemic response.
Rather than mobilizing parents and LSC members
school by school, in the fall of 2000 ACORN con-
vened a meeting of members from all its neighbor-
hoods to discuss education-organizing priorities.
Teacher quality and recruitment emerged as a central
problem for each neighborhood. The group devised 
a strategy of cataloging the teaching staff needs of all
neighborhood schools and demanding action from
the school board. Their visits to schools revealed that
principals were quite concerned about teacher quality
but were desperate for teachers and often relied on
long-term substitutes to fill vacancies.

In February 2001, Denise Dixon, Gwen Stewart, 
and other leaders testified at a school board meeting
about vacancies in their schools. “We will not settle
for one piece of the educational pie,” Dixon told the

“It was very hard to get people . . . to come to the West

Side for an interview, and many of them did not stay.”

— Madeline Talbott, executive director, ACORN
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board, pointing out that the district had managed to
open new magnet schools fully staffed with certified
teachers (Rossi 2001a). During the meeting, CPS’s
human resources director reported that halfway
through the school year, the district had well over a
thousand vacancies. 

The Chicago Sun-Times reported on the leaders’ testi-
mony to the school board and followed up with its
own analysis of teacher credentials that confirmed
ACORN’s claims about the disproportionate short-
age of qualified teachers in low-income schools
(Rossi 2001b; Rossi, Beaupre & Grossman 2001a,
2001b; Rossi & Grossman 2001). Arthur Wise, pres-
ident of the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education, said in one article: 

The dirty little secret is that there are large
numbers of unqualified individuals teaching,
and they are disproportionately assigned to
teach children of color and children from
impoverished backgrounds. (Rossi, Beaupre &
Grossman 2001b) 

The series helped to raise the profile of teacher-qual-
ity issues in Chicago, and ACORN leaders were
quoted in almost every article. 

During the spring and summer, ACORN leaders
worked intensively with CPS staff to target recruit-
ment to North Lawndale, which the group’s investi-
gations had shown to have the most need. The
district moved one of its strongest teacher recruiters
to the instructional region that encompassed North
Lawndale. In the fall, ACORN conducted a new
round of visits to the schools. “When North Lawn-
dale schools opened [that August], there were prob-
lems with special education, libraries, counseling.
But every classroom was covered,” Talbott recalled.

The Problem: Cultural Mismatches and High

Teacher Turnover 

ACORN continued to work with district leaders to
strengthen teacher recruitment in North Lawndale as
well as its other neighborhoods. The 2001 No Child
Left Behind Act’s requirement that each state formal-
ize teacher certification and provide highly qualified
teachers in all classrooms lent important leverage to
ACORN’s demands. Yet, even as recruitment
improved, a consensus was emerging across Chicago
that simply attracting better teachers would not solve
the problem of keeping them, particularly in strug-
gling schools. In 2002, the group released a follow-
up to its earlier study, this one focusing on the
absence of experienced teachers in neighborhood
schools (Timmer 2002).

ACORN leaders viewed the retention problem as a
cultural and ethnic mismatch between teacher
recruits and the schools and communities where they
took jobs. Education graduates were increasingly
White and suburban. When they came to North
Lawndale and similar neighborhoods, “they experi-
enced culture shock when they walked outside the
[school] building,” according to ACORN leader
Gwen Stewart. Drawing on a strategy developed by
organizing groups in California and Texas, leaders
designed a program of home visits for new teachers
as part of an induction program run by a local foun-
dation. The hope was that getting to know families
and students in the neighborhood could help to allay
teachers’ discomfort. The visits were well-received by
families and teachers alike and were publicized in
local and citywide media. But many teachers who

“The dirty little secret is that there are large numbers

of unqualified individuals teaching . . . children of

color and children from impoverished backgrounds.”

— Arthur Wise, president, National Council for 

Accreditation of Teacher Education
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participated still left their schools quickly – some
within the first week of school. The startling turn-
over crystallized the issue for ACORN leaders; a dif-
ferent approach was required. 

ACORN’s own investigations confirmed that highly
educated White teachers were the first to leave high-
poverty schools across Illinois, a pattern that has
been described in scholarly research as well (DeAnge-
lis & Presley 2007). Clearly, the problem lay in the
pool of teachers. Talbott explained:

Teacher turnover is the cause of vacancies in
otherwise easy-to-fill positions, such as ele-
mentary teachers and high school social studies
teachers. It only occurs in neighborhoods where
no teachers from that very community are
being trained to be teachers: low-income
schools, especially of color, especially African
American. It is not a pipeline problem of too
few teachers being trained in a state but, rather,
too few teachers being trained who want to
work in our schools.

The group helped to draw attention to the dimen-
sions of teacher turnover in low-income neighbor-
hoods (see Figure 4). In 2003, ACORN released a
third report, entitled “Where Have All the Teachers
Gone?” chronicling teacher churn in North Lawn-
dale schools and the steep costs of training and 
hiring large numbers of new teachers each year 
(Timmer 2003). In November of that year, Catalyst,
an independent school reform magazine, reported
that 31 percent of new teachers were leaving the dis-
trict after just two years (Williams 2003, p. 7). 

Under Arne Duncan, who took over leadership 
of the school district in 2001, CPS worked to
strengthen professional development and mentoring
for new teachers and developed a special set of sup-
ports for the “port of entry” schools that teachers left
most quickly for more appealing schools and dis-
tricts. Duncan commented, “We’ve recruited a high
number of [high] caliber teachers. But if we don’t
understand the importance of the retention side,
we’re kidding ourselves” (Williams 2003).

A New Teacher- Pipeline Model 

ACORN turned to a new teacher-pipeline model
developed by one of its organizing allies, the Logan
Square Neighborhood Association (LSNA), to 
remedy the shortage of teachers prepared for local
schools. In 2000, LSNA began a partnership with 
a local university to provide education coursework
leading to full bilingual teacher certification to local
parents who had volunteered extensively in their
children’s schools. The program, called Nueva Gen-
eración, offered forgivable loans, English classes,
remedial coursework, daycare, and tutoring and 
used a cohort system in which participants moved
through classes together for mutual support. Parents
in Nueva Generación shared their future students’
culture, language, and experiences and approached
teaching with a commitment to working in local
schools (Blanc et al. 2002). 
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FIGURE 4

Teacher turnover rates: Chicago ACORN neighborhood

schools (2001-2002) vs. U.S. urban public schools (2000-2001)
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Chicago ACORN schools

“We’ve recruited a high number of [high] caliber

teachers. But if we don’t understand the importance

of the retention side, we’re kidding ourselves.”

— Arne Duncan, CEO, Chicago Public Schools

Source of data: Timmer 2003
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Research supported the potential of Nueva Gen-
eración to produce a stable supply of qualified teach-
ers committed to hard-to-staff schools. The Pathways
into Teaching Project, which provided supports to a
group of nontraditional candidates similar to the
Nueva Generación participants, produced higher
completion rates in teacher-preparation programs,
and graduates received significantly higher ratings of
their skills than new teachers nationally. After three
years, 88 percent of graduates were still teaching, far
exceeding the national three-year retention rate of 67
percent for new teachers, and the majority remained
in hard-to-staff districts (DeWitt Wallace–Reader’s
Digest Fund 1997). A similar program in North Car-
olina for paraprofessionals also showed promising
results. These programs, like Nueva Generación,
incorporated many best practices for nontraditional
adult students, such as cohort systems for mutual
support, classes held in community locations, and
extensive tutoring and counseling (Clewell & Ville-
gas 2001). 

Scaling Up: The Statewide Grow Your Own

Teachers Campaign 

ACORN saw in Nueva Generación the basis for a
systemic rethinking of the teacher pipeline. As organ-
izers and leaders dug more deeply into the issues of
teacher training and teacher turnover, they discov-
ered that schools serving low-income children of
color across the state faced the same problem. It was
time to develop a statewide approach. Madeline Tal-
bott commented: 

I thought we were solving a personal problem
that we had in North Lawndale and Engle-
wood, but it’s a public issue. Higher education
is churning out people who are staying one or
two years and no more. If it’s a problem every-
where, it means that we need to look for a solu-
tion on a much bigger scale. 

From their work on LSCs, both LSNA and ACORN
had developed strong relationships with two local
school reform intermediaries, Cross City Campaign
for Urban School Reform and Designs for Change.

With funding from the Ford Foundation, the four
groups convened a teacher-quality coalition called
Chicago Learning Campaign (CLC). ACORN 
advocated for scaling up Nueva Generación into a
statewide Grow Your Own Teacher (GYO) program
that would establish partnerships between commu-
nity groups and universities across the state to train
residents of high-turnover neighborhoods as teachers.
To ensure legitimacy and reliable funding for the
effort, the CLC sought legislation establishing pro-
gram rules and a yearly appropriation. 

As seasoned players in the Chicago and Illinois polit-
ical landscapes, ACORN and its allies in the CLC
understood the importance of building coalitions.
Passing state legislation would be much easier if all
the organizations that would have a hand in carrying
out GYO programs were on board from the start. 

The CLC reached out to the school district – in 
particular to an official who had served as principal
in an LSNA school – and to local universities, com-
munity colleges, unions, and foundations. ACORN
and LSNA met with the state legislators who repre-
sented their respective neighborhoods, with whom
they had long-established relationships, and recruited
more organizing groups into the collaboration. With
Talbott as the main facilitator, the CLC assembled a
broadly representative Grow Your Own task force to
draft legislation. 

“ACORN was able to recruit all the key stakeholders
and to hold very amicable planning sessions. We
were able to move rather quickly and get consensus,”
recalled senior CPS official Amanda Rivera, who 

“Higher education is churning out people who are

staying one or two years and no more. If it’s a

problem everywhere, it means that we need to look

for a solution on a much bigger scale.”

— Madeline Talbott, executive director, ACORN
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represented the district on the task force. University
deans, union leaders, legislators, and Nueva Gen-
eración participants rallied support and affirmed the
need for GYO at a public summit in the state capital
in the winter of 2004. 

The Grow Your Own Teachers Act passed during the
2004 legislative session, and the governor signed it,
authorizing the creation of local consortia of univer-
sities, school districts, and community organizations.
These consortia would recruit neighborhood resi-
dents who had demonstrated a commitment to hard-
to-staff schools and support them through teacher
preparation programs. Talbott credited the CLC’s
success to its membership of universities, unions,

school districts, and community organizations – the
breadth of which demonstrated widespread support
for the GYO model. Educators and politicians con-
curred that the enthusiasm of so many constituencies
for GYO was a compelling factor in the legislation’s
passage and the governor’s decision to sign the law.
Linda Jamali, an education official in the governor’s
office, recalled: 

[ACORN was] very organized in bringing in
groups to speak who could offer a variety of
perspectives on the legislation that they were
proposing … and they’ve reached out to higher
education groups and some other groups that
share the same interests they have.

The Grow Your Own Teacher Education Initiative

GOAL

Vision To prepare highly skilled, committed teachers who will teach in hard-to-staff schools and hard-to-staff

teaching positions and who will remain in these schools for substantial periods of time.  

Long-Term Expectancy By 2016, it is expected that 1,000 teachers, with an average retention period of 7 years, will be added to

the workforce, as opposed to the current rate of 2.5 years for new teachers in such areas.

METHOD                        

Participants Participants include parents, community leaders, or paraprofessionals with a high school diploma or

equivalent. Members of each cohort will move through the program together with guaranteed support

and flexible schedule.

Process Students will receive their education through attending classes from a consortium of schools that

includes school employee programs and community colleges and must include at least one four-year

higher-education institution with an accredited teacher preparation program, at least one school district

or group of schools, and one or more community organizations.

What Is a ”Community

Organization“?

According to the legislation, ”community organization“ means a nonprofit organization that has a

demonstrated capacity to train, develop, and organize parents and community leaders into a con-

stituency that will hold the school and the school district accountable for achieving high academic stan-

dards. In addition to organizations with a geographic focus, ”community organization“ includes general

parent organizations, organizations of special education or bilingual education parents, and school

employee unions.

SUPPORT

Financial Aid Tuition will be covered by state or other sources. Student loans are forgiven after five years of teaching

in a target school.

Social Support The cohort design allows the students to rely on one another for additional emotional, academic, and

social support.

Additional Support Consortia participants were selected based on their ability to provide childcare, tutoring, and counseling

services.

Source: <www.growyourownteachers.org/Resources/ILStateBill.htm>
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Despite the enthusiasm for GYO, a state budget 
crisis meant that the task force had to wait until the
following year to press for an appropriation. In the
meantime, ACORN and its allies, particularly Cross
City Campaign for Urban School Reform director
Anne Hallett, continued to cultivate support among
universities, community groups, and unions in high-
turnover districts across the state to ensure support
for a sufficient appropriation and encourage broad
participation in the program once funded. 

During this period, task force members also worked
with the state department of education to draft the
rules governing the program (see sidebar). ACORN,
LSNA, Cross City Campaign, and the other organiz-
ing groups pushed to require the participation in
each consortium of a community organizing group,
which would take most responsibility for recruiting
candidates. Without this involvement, they worried,
teacher training institutions risked using the GYO
funds to recreate what they already had. ACORN,
LSNA, Cross City Campaign, and two other
Chicago organizing groups won the state contract 
to administer the program under the name GYO 
llinois. 

In 2005, the legislature approved an initial appropri-
ation of $1.5 million for planning grants to ten con-
sortia and, since then, has provided additional
appropriations of at least $3 million each year, total-
ing $11 million through 2008. As of 2008, eight of
the twelve public universities in the state of Illinois
participated in GYO, and sixteen consortia across the
state were supporting cohorts of future teachers.

Renaissance 2010: The Challenge of 

Maintaining a Shared Vision

In 2004, as ACORN and its allies were collaborating
with CPS to pass the GYO legislation, the district
rolled out a controversial plan dubbed Renaissance
2010. Renaissance 2010 aimed to expand school
choice and add seats to schools in rapidly growing
neighborhoods. It would close nearly 60 failing and
under-enrolled schools and replace them with 100
new neighborhood schools, many of them charter
schools or “contract schools” run by outside partners
freed from contractual regulations (Chicago Public
Schools, n.d.; Rossi 2004). 

ACORN’s extensive work on affordable housing in
the city positioned the group to identify a relation-
ship between the Renaissance 2010 strategy and
neighborhood gentrification. ACORN leaders feared
that the new schools were conceived mostly to attract
and serve wealthier families moving into rapidly gen-
trifying neighborhoods and that, despite the district’s
promises, low-income students would be largely shut
out from the improved schools. Talbott explained:

[The city is] trying to improve the schools fast
enough that they can attract some people to
$300,000 townhomes that are starting to go up
and higher. Nobody wants a lousy school. 
. . . The people in the community now realize
that this is not for them and are up in arms. 

Many other organizing groups shared ACORN’s
concerns and worked together to turn members out
to school board meetings and other public events 
to protest school closings. In addition to concerns
about which students would have access to new and
revamped schools, community groups argued that
the new schools would have appointed advisory
boards instead of elected LSCs, thus weakening par-
ent and community participation in neighborhood
schools. Some critics saw the plan as an attempt to
privatize schools and sideline the teachers union
(Kelheller 2004). 

ACORN and other organizing groups worked with
state legislators and Chicago aldermen to move legis-
lation and city council resolutions opposing parts of
the initiative and calling for more community input
into school-closing decisions. Though none of these
efforts passed, the growing attention to the issue con-
vinced the district to adopt the more transparent

“[ACORN was] very organized in bringing in groups

to speak who could offer a variety of perspectives 

on the legislation that they were proposing.”

— Linda Jumali, education official in the governor’s office



decision-making criteria for school closings that
ACORN had demanded. These criteria included a
provision to prevent the closure of any school that
had received students from a shuttered school in the
previous year. 

Despite ACORN’s confrontational stance on Renais-
sance 2010, the organization maintained an effective
collaboration with CPS on GYO. This success
stemmed in large part from strong relationships that
ACORN staff and leaders had developed with key
CPS officials responsible for human resources in 
the district. The continued collaboration was also
facilitated by the coalition structure of the anti–
Renaissance 2010 organizing, in which ACORN was
only one of many players. This coalition provided
important cover for ACORN and CPS to continue
working together on teacher quality where they had
developed a shared vision and agenda. 

ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF ACORN’S

ORGANIZING

Our research followed ACORN’s campaign for a
statewide GYO program, as well as the group’s other
education organizing campaigns. Our study centered
on two questions.

✦ What role do educators attribute to ACORN in
promoting equity-oriented resource distribution,
changing district policies and practices, and
increasing community accountability?

✦ What are the implications of the GYO campaign
for school capacity and student learning in the
future?

Data Collected

Our analysis drew primarily upon qualitative data,
including interviews, field observations, archival doc-
uments, and citywide media coverage on education.

Interviews

The research team conducted nineteen interviews
with ACORN organizers and leaders to learn more
about the organization’s methodology and to follow
the progress of their education campaigns. Other
interviews included five with district and state educa-
tion officials, two with principals, and one with an
ally of ACORN to assess perceptions of ACORN’s
work and its effectiveness. 

Document review

To augment these interview data, the study team
attended meetings and events and observed a
national training session for leaders. We also
reviewed documents produced by the group and
monitored local newspapers to keep abreast of the
education context in Chicago.

Analytic Approach

We looked for consistent evidence of impact across
data collected from multiple sources. Because it will
be several years before the teaching candidates partic-
ipating in the GYO Teachers program move into the
classroom, it is too early to measure the impact of the
reform on school capacity. 

Our framework defined district and community
influences as important levers for improving school
capacity and, ultimately, student outcomes. Our
analysis focused on ACORN’s impacts in this
domain. We also explored the potential impact of 
the group’s work on school climate, professional cul-
ture, and instructional core, based on interviews with
educators and the outcomes of similar programs in
other states.
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Without ACORN, I think you would have 

an isolated, insulated school system 

that’s just moving along, doing what it thinks is 

best without any checks and balances.

— A CPS official



FINDINGS

Influence on District Capacity

The educators interviewed at the school and district
levels universally credited ACORN with focusing 
the district’s attention on the needs of underserved
schools. A CPS official with a key role in shaping the
Renaissance 2010 initiative summed up ACORN’s
role:

Without ACORN, I think you would have an
isolated, insulated school system that’s just
moving along, doing what it thinks is best with-
out any checks and balances. . . . We definitely
need an organization like that out there to push
us and make us do our jobs better.

Policies and resources

ACORN was viewed as an effective advocate for
equity in resource distribution within CPS. In its
early organizing, ACORN advocated for the needs 
of schools in its neighborhoods and was credited
with helping individual schools to secure funds for
facilities improvements under the district’s capital
budget process. One principal noted that ACORN
had helped her secure more than $6 million in capi-
tal improvements and commented: 

We went and met with the board and the board
president. And, of course, a representative from
ACORN was right there speaking with us. That
kind of support really makes a difference
because ACORN is an organization that’s
highly respected by the Chicago Public Schools
Board of Education.

Through the Grow Your Own Teachers Act, which
ACORN played a crucial role in helping to pass, the
state of Illinois committed new resources to histori-
cally underserved school districts. To qualify for
funds, local consortia must document high teacher
turnover, a high proportion of poor students, or a
divergence in the racial makeup of students and
teachers. As of 2008, the legislature has appropriated
$11 million in grants to consortia to train teachers in
the state’s most underserved districts and schools. 

Educators believed that ACORN’s organizing helped
to focus district- and state-level attention on the need

for a policy intervention to address a core challenge 
in urban school reform: teacher quality in low-
performing schools. The GYO act marks a significant
shift in state policy and practice on recruiting and
developing new teachers. In adopting the GYO
model, state leaders recognized that the usual recruit-
ment efforts were insufficient for schools struggling 
to keep teachers. 

The law also specified a goal of increasing the racial
diversity of the teaching force and acknowledged the
importance of recruiting teachers who share a culture
and background with their students. In doing so,
GYO elevated the concept of deep community ties
and dedication to particular students as attributes of
quality teaching. Al Bertani, former chief officer for
professional development at CPS, explained:

We always viewed that Grow Your Own was a
different kind of solution, especially in our hard-
to-staff schools and neighborhoods where peo-
ple really wanted to stay and work because that’s
where they lived or committed to working. 

The legislature and state department of education, as
well as the school districts that participate in consor-
tia, not only endorsed the value of such cultural and
community expertise, but backed it up by funding
the childcare, tutoring, financial aid, developmental
classes, and other supports necessary to ensure that
individuals with those skills can become teachers.
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Grow Your Own was a different kind of solution,

especially in our hard-to-staff schools and 

neighborhoods where people really wanted to stay 

and work because that’s where they lived or 

committed to working. 

— Al Bertani, former chief officer for professional development,

Chicago Public Schools
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Accountability to the community

State and district officials reported that ACORN
skillfully focused attention on the needs of low-
income schools in general and the group’s neighbor-
hoods in particular. ACORN’s firsthand knowledge
of the reality on the ground was important in influ-
encing the district’s responses to the problem of
teacher quality. ACORN’s analysis of local schools’
staffing needs revealed the concentration of teacher
vacancies in North Lawndale before the district had
begun to target teacher recruitment to specific neigh-
borhoods. The district responded by moving one of
its strong recruiters to the region encompassing
North Lawndale. 

Educators inside the district explained that
ACORN’s willingness to work collaboratively and
their political acumen in balancing “inside” and
“outside” roles made them a very useful partner.
Bertani described the group as: 

politically smart enough to position their work
to say . . . “We know you’re working on this
problem. We’re trying to bring more of a spot-
light on it in relation to the neighborhoods that
we serve.” 

ACORN’s skill in balancing public pressure for its
demands with a willingness to collaborate not only
convinced the district to trust the group as a “critical
friend,” but also created important space within the
district administration for inside allies to pursue their
reform goals. Bertani said:

There was a very clear message from the begin-
ning, both to ACORN and internally: we were
going to figure out a way to be able to work
together on GYO. So I think part of it has to do

with the skills of navigating and strategizing
that ACORN managed.

ACORN also understood the importance of main-
taining public pressure for accountability. By testify-
ing at school board meetings, publishing reports
exposing the deplorable state of teacher retention,
and speaking frequently to the press, leaders
increased the pressure on officials to respond to their
demands. ACORN was credited with pressing the
district to increase transparency and develop a clear
process for school closings under the Renaissance
2010 initiative. One district official who played a key
role in crafting the policy recalled, “There’s no ques-
tion that we added a lot of process and transparency
into this as a result of the issue being brought to our
attention from different community groups like
ACORN.”

Finally, the GYO campaign institutionalized a role
for communities and community organizations, akin
to ACORN’s role vis-à-vis CPS, in the arena of
teacher preparation at both the state and local levels.
ACORN, LSNA, and several other organizing
groups were awarded the contract to administer the
GYO program on behalf of the state, creating a
mechanism for organizing groups to ensure deep and
ongoing community participation in the initiative.
Local consortia must include the school district, a
university, and a community organizing group, as
well as a community college or union in some
instances. The law also specified that the community
organizations in each consortium have a demon-
strated capacity to train, develop, and organize par-
ents and community leaders into a constituency that
will hold the school and the school district account-
able for achieving high academic standards. These
community organizations must also assist in recruit-
ing and selecting teacher candidates and provide sup-
port to cohorts of teacher candidates as they move
through their coursework.

“There was a very clear message from the beginning,

both to ACORN and internally: we were going to

figure out a way to be able to work together.”

— Al Bertani, former chief officer for professional development, 

Chicago Public Schools
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Implications for School Capacity and 

Student Learning

Within a period of four years, Chicago ACORN
identified and developed a series of strategies to rec-
tify the problem of high teacher turnover in their
schools. But it will take several more years for the
GYO initiative to produce new teachers and place
them in schools. Nonetheless, the growth of the ini-
tiative so far has generated new optimism among
educators about the potential of GYO to improve
teacher retention and increase the capacity of schools
to meet the needs of students. 

As of November 2007, 545 candidates were partici-
pating in sixteen consortia across the state; 1,000
teachers are projected to complete the program 
by 2016. The majority of candidates are people of
color and hold full-time jobs while completing their
coursework, often as classroom paraprofessionals
(GYO Teachers/Grow Your Own Illinois 2008). 
See Figure 5 for a summary of the dimensions of 
the GYO initiative.

The study team’s framework of school capacity posits
that a school’s climate and professional culture are
central to its effectiveness in educating students. By
school climate, we mean ways parents, educators, and
students relate to each other and the opportunities

for involvement of parents, students, and community
members in schools; professional climate refers to the
culture of collaboration and collegiality among edu-
cators that supports effective instructional practice in
schools. In both areas, there is reason to expect posi-
tive outcomes over time as the GYO initiative rolls
out.

The role of community organizations in selecting
teacher candidates suggests the possibility of deeper
ties between community constituencies and local
schools. The Nueva Generación example suggests
that a teaching force with cultural and personal ties
to students and parents can facilitate positive rela-
tionships and expand parent engagement in schools.
Indeed, Amanda Rivera, who represented the district
on the GYO task force and had worked with LSNA
as a principal, noted:

One of the things that we were able to see
through [GYO] was that these parents had a
connection to that community and a commit-
ment and willingness and a desire to stay in that
community. As someone who supervised par-
ent involvement, I could see the kind of rela-
tionship that they developed with students, the
comfort level and the knowledge of the com-
munity, of that school community, that new
teachers often lack.

Studies suggest that high teacher turnover is a sub-
stantial barrier to developing a culture of collabora-

“I could see the kind of relationship that they developed

with students, the comfort level and the knowledge 

of the community, of that school community, that new

teachers often lack.”

— Amanda Rivera, district representative on the GYO task force

Total appropriations through 2008 $11.0 million 

2005 $1.5 million

2006 $3.0 million

2007 $3.0 million

2008 $3.5 million

Total number of candidates as of

November 2007
545

Percent of color 87%

Percent with full-time jobs in

addition to attending classes

67%

Source: GYO Teachers/Grow Your Own Illinois 2008

FIGURE 5

Dimensions of the Grow Your Own initiative 
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tion and learning among teachers (Ingersoll & Smith
2004). The GYO initiative aims for an average reten-
tion of 7 years, much higher than the current average
of 2.5 years in high-turnover schools. To the extent
that GYO increases teacher retention, the program
will enable schools to establish strong professional
cultures.

GYO also represents a reconceptualization of what
teacher quality means. In addition to content knowl-
edge and pedagogic skill, GYO places cultural com-
petency and community commitment at the center
of what it means to teach effectively. In doing so, the
initiative raises implications for how teachers are
recruited, prepared, and supported: GYO requires
universities and community colleges to commit to
serve populations normally excluded from higher
education and to recognize their responsibility to
train a diverse corps of teachers prepared to build
careers in underserved schools and communities.
Eight of the twelve public universities in Illinois are
currently members of GYO consortia, providing an
opportunity to reshape teacher preparation on a
broad scale. GYO simultaneously creates a meaning-
ful role for community constituencies in selecting,
supporting, and preparing teachers for their own
schools. 

REFLECTIONS ON FINDINGS

Chicago ACORN’s work traces an arc from neigh-
borhood organizing and strategic coalition building
to penetrating and prescient data analyses of teacher
quality in low-income Chicago neighborhoods. But
the story is not finished. As the country struggles to
deal with recession, a key challenge will be to ensure
continued state funding for GYO teacher candidates
as they continue their coursework. Nonetheless, the
initiative offers a compelling view of how communi-
ties can contribute to pressing problems in urban
public schools.

A key factor in the success of the GYO campaign was
the importance that ACORN and its allies placed on
building coalitions across traditional boundaries. By
including all the constituencies required to carry out
the model – universities and community colleges,

school district officials, unions, and legislators – in
the process of writing legislation and working for its
passage, ACORN and its allies within the CLC were
able to ensure support from all corners. The coalition
of diverse interests lined up behind the initiative
encouraged legislators to view GYO as a viable strat-
egy for improving teacher quality.

While recognizing the strategic importance of broad
coalitions, ACORN and its allies also staked out a
central role for communities and community organi-
zations in school reform. In its early work on teacher
quality, the group established its expertise in school-
ing issues by drawing on community members’ own
experiences and collecting firsthand data from neigh-
borhood schools to confirm their analysis. This dili-
gence put teacher quality on the table as an
important public issue while the district’s attention
was focused elsewhere. With Nueva Generación,
LSNA positioned the Logan Square community as
an entity capable not only of developing its own
solution to a shortage of qualified teachers, but as the
source of its own dedicated teaching force. 

The GYO victory takes this recognition of the cen-
trality of communities to scale. State legislation 
provided stable funding and legitimacy. It also
opened an opportunity to foster broad involvement
in education of organizing groups in cities outside
Chicago and to build a new statewide constituency
of organized parents, community leaders, and para-
professionals who can organize to ensure that GYO
continues to meet communities’ needs.

Finally, the GYO victory also illuminated the bene-
fits of multi-issue organizing in moving a school
reform strategy. ACORN’s evolution from school-by-
school organizing to a neighborhood-wide approach
facilitated systematic analysis of the teacher-quality
problems leaders were observing in each school 
and, thus, a systemic strategy. At the same time,
ACORN’s internal structure of neighborhood chap-
ters and its history of organizing on multiple issues
built a host of relationships with political leaders
across the city and state that added crucial leverage 
to its efforts to win support for the GYO initiative. 
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A P P E N D I X  

Data Sources for the Case Study Series

Over the six-year study, the study group collected
and analyzed a total of 321 stakeholder interviews;
75 observations of organizing strategy sessions, cam-
paign activities, and actions; 509 teacher surveys; 
and school demographic and standardized test score
data.4

INTERVIEWS 

Our research team conducted 321 open-ended, semi-
structured interviews with key stakeholders across the
seven sites. Between January 2003 and September
2006, we conducted 160 interviews with organizing
staff, 77 interviews with parent and youth leaders, 56
interviews with educators, and 28 interviews with
allies. We also conducted 15 interviews with national
network staff. 

In the initial phase of the study, we interviewed
organizing staff and leaders and focused on organiza-
tional characteristics – including each group’s mis-
sion, theory of change, strategy, capacity, and
leadership development activities. Early interviews
also aimed to understand the impetus for and strate-
gies underlying groups’ campaigns for school
improvement. To follow campaign developments, we
interviewed organizing staff multiple times over the
course of the study. 

Interviews with allies, principals, teachers, district
administrators, superintendents, and other key stake-
holders elicited perceptions of the groups’ power and
reach and the ways in which the groups’ organizing
efforts may have impacted school, district, and com-
munity capacity.

OBSERVATIONS 

During multiple site visits to each of the groups, we
observed committee meetings, trainings, negotiation
sessions, and public actions. More than seventy-five
field notes written by research team members docu-
ment these observations.

DOCUMENT REVIEW

We reviewed documentation and archival materials
produced by the groups, including newsletters, orga-
nizational charts, and training materials, across five
years of the study.

CONTEXT REVIEW

In addition to conducting extensive background
research on the local and state context for each group
(e.g., defining the critical policy reforms, state-level
issues, governance structure for each school system,
political landscape), we followed the local media cov-
erage of education issues in all of our sites. Our data-
base includes more than 1,700 articles. These
articles, combined with the interview data, provide a
picture of the shifting context for reform in each site. 

TEACHER SURVEYS

We administered online teacher surveys in three sites
– Austin, Miami-Dade, and Oakland – where organ-
izing groups had used an intensive, school-based
strategy of organizing and had mounted signature
campaigns for several years. The survey explored four
critical areas of school capacity: district support,
school climate, professional culture, and instructional
core. Survey questions were drawn from a variety of
established measures, but primarily from scales devel-
oped by the Consortium on Chicago School
Research. Appendices in the Austin, Miami, and
Oakland case studies include a description of survey
measures and their psychometric properties. 

4 We also collected 241 adult member surveys and 124 youth member surveys

to understand how involvement in community organizing influenced 

members’ leadership skills and their community and political engagement.

However, the case studies focused on school and district outcomes and 

do not include analysis of these parent and youth survey data. Results 

of these surveys will be presented in future publications.
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Surveys were administered to teachers at schools
where the group was highly engaged in organizing
efforts, as well as in a set of comparison schools. A
total of 509 teacher surveys were collected from the
three sites.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

We also examined publicly available teacher and stu-
dent data from all districts. Data vary from district 
to district but include measures of teacher and stu-
dent race/ethnicity, years of teaching experience,
dropout rates, graduation rates, student performance
on standardized tests, and a range of other variables. 
To assess indicators that did not have corresponding
data for publicly available download, data requests to
the district were made. In Austin and Oakland, these
publicly available data included district-administered
parent and teacher surveys. 
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